LGBTI
EQUALITY
ROADSHOW

THE CO-DESIGN
MODEL AND
STORIES
OF IMPACT
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“The policy leapt
off the page into a
bus, and came to
visit town”
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In order to enact real change you need to hear
from the people. More than that, for the change to
be relevant and last, it needs to be driven by those
affected.

The roadshow engaged local LGBTI people,
allies, CEOs, business leaders, decision makers,
representatives of service providers and local
government.

Conceived by a Government committed to
combatting homophobia, biphobia, transphobia and
discrimination against people with intersex variations;
and determined to promote LGBTI inclusion across the
state – the LGBTI Equality Roadshow was born.

It provided a demonstration of the Victorian
Government’s commitment to addressing
discrimination against LGBTI people and promoting
LGBTI inclusion across the State. It also provided an
opportunity for government to consult directly with
LGBTI communities in rural and regional settings.

On behalf of Martin Foley MP, Australia’s first
Minister for Equality, the Victorian Government’s
first Gender and Sexuality Commissioner,
Ro Allen and the Department of Premier and Cabinet
undertook an LGBTI Equality Roadshow along with
representatives from state-based organisations
supporting LGBTI communities, and LGBTI advocates.
The team spent eight weeks between November 2016
and June 2017 visiting 23 towns in rural and regional
Victoria on a Victoria Police Bus with the aim of
raising awareness of and promoting LGBTI equality
and inclusion.

A VicHealth evaluation of the roadshow has shown
that it is an excellent example of co-design – a
program which is designed in partnership with
communities, and is owned by and tailored to each
local community – with priority given to local LGBTI
voices. This document captures the model and tells
the story of the roadshow and the impact it has had
on communities across the state.
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PROGRAM
IMPACT

From the beginning, the LGBTI Equality
Roadshow had a powerful effect on rural
and regional communities across Victoria.
Here are some of the themes and stories that
emphasise the significance of the program.
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PROGRAM IMPACT

ACCEPTANCE, INCLUSION AND
NEW CONNECTIONS

LGBTI STORIES
DRIVING INCLUSION

Since the roadshow, LGBTI people have reported
experiencing increased acceptance and displays
of support by individuals and organisations within
their communities, making them feel safer. This
has helped them to develop stronger links in their
communities and has had a profound impact on
wellbeing.

There is now a greater demand for LGBTI people to
contribute to inclusion efforts in their communities.
Service providers are seeking LGBTI communities
advice about ways they can be more inclusive.

“In my family circumstance, it really was the
difference between survival and non-survival.
I also think that it’s opened up a new dialogue,
and a new age in regional Victoria, where our
community feel like part of the community.
We’re not these little fringes anymore.”
“After the roadshow our local paper asked to get a
photo with us. So we were on the main drag of the
town, with this huge rainbow flag. I’ve done those
sorts of things before, and copped abuse from
people driving by. But on that day, people were
beeping their horns, yelling out, “Go the gays!” and
really celebrating with us. To stand there and not be
abused, but be celebrated, was a huge validation.”

As a result, LGBTI people have also experienced
increased access to services and support. The
roadshow prioritised LGBTI stories and experiences
to determine the direction of future work.
“I actually got to speak my story in my home town.
A guy who hadn’t seen me since I retired from work
a year ago, who read an article about me and Ro
Allen at the roadshow, came up to me and said,
‘Well done, good on you. You’ve probably saved a
life, but you’ll never know it.’ And I think… that’s the
roadshow.”

“I found that from talking with people at social
nights, they might learn that I’m trans. Once they’ve
heard that story, it’s like, ‘Okay, let’s talk about
something else.’ I think, really, they’re interested in
you as a person, not the way you identify.”
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PROGRAM IMPACT

GROWTH OF SUPPORT GROUPS
AND REGIONAL NETWORKS

EMERGENCE AND SUPPORT OF LEADERS AND
COMMUNITY ADVOCATES

The first year of the program has led to the
establishment of eight new LGBTI groups which have
provided a platform for LGBTI people and allies to
become more involved in their communities.

The roadshow effectively linked with and supported
LGBTI people, building their skills and confidence.
This meant that participants could publicly drive
change and advocate for equality.

“When the roadshow came through our area, it
brought the whole shire area together. Since the
roadshow we have continued to network and have
established a group made up of LGBTI people,
allies, health professionals, school principals and
the police that spans the area. We are a group of
15 people from different towns and we travel from
community to community.”

“They brought people together, got the conversation
started, and started to build the capacity of people
to be able to do this work themselves.”

“In less than 12 months (since the roadshow
occurred) we are running a support group with
between 14 and 18 young people attending every
week. We also took a group of 10 LGBTI young
people to the Minus 18 Queer Formal. It is a little
prom night for them; all these kids who really would
prefer to be wearing a suit, and they’ve been told
by their schools they’ve got to be in the white
dress - they can dress the way they want to. That’s
something that would never have been able to
happen before.”
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“This roadshow has opened so many doors, and I
think those doors are not going to be shut again.”
“A girl said, ‘I thought I was alone until this
[roadshow] happened. She is now working
with me and five others and we have a support
group started up advocating across the bottom
half of Gippsland.”

ORGANISATIONAL COMMITMENT
AND CHANGE

VALUED BY LGBTI PEOPLE

Important systemic changes have been
achieved within service providers. The roadshow
has helped increase awareness and develop a greater
commitment from organisations to become more
inclusive. The program enhanced staff understanding
of LGBTI inclusion issues and how it can be further
embedded.

The program has been of extremely high value to
LGBTI people, giving them the space to raise the
profile of issues affecting them. It has also helped
identify allies and gather the right people in the
room to support them. Other aspects that have
been highly valued by LGBTI people have been the
direct links with the Victorian Government.

The roadshow team helped to build confidence
that things can change and provided practical ideas
for getting the ball rolling. For some organisations,
the roadshow provided the authorising environment
for wider support within the workplace. This helped
organisations push the boundaries and scale up their
inclusion work. A range of projects and partnerships
have been established between mainstream
organisations and LGBTI people and groups.

“It draws people together, and invites people from
within the community, no matter where they sit in
the alphabet, to come to connect, and to make a
difference. It brought out people who otherwise you
wouldn’t have known were supportive… if it hadn’t
been for that, because no one’s ever walked down
the street before and said, ‘come over here if you
are supportive of the LGBTI community’. You’ve got
to have allies.”

“One of the greatest systemic changes is the
increased number of LGBTI-specific workers.
Systematic changes are also demonstrated
by the number of local governments that raised
flags and did things in IDAHOBIT this year
compared to last year.”

“The Commissioner drew a range of people to the
events who would perhaps not have otherwise
attended. When your head person comes out, it
shows that this is an important issue and we should
all be sitting up and listening; leaders and heads
of service provider organisations felt that the
roadshow was something that they should attend.”

“The number of police volunteer Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender and Intersex Liaison Officers
(GLLOs) has increased from 170 to 240 since
the roadshow. More community health services,
hospitals and councils have also now worked to
make their diversity plans LGBTI inclusive.”

“For my family, it was lifechanging and lifesaving.
The roadshow gave me a forum to seek some safe,
secure and genuine assistance.”
“Anyone that works with any kind of minority could
use the roadshow model and do it in a similar way,
and have a lot of success from it.”
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EFFECTIVE
STRATEGIES

The co-design model - listening and
responding to what community wants
from government and being accountable
– was key to the program’s success.
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“They did actually
listen to the locals.
They didn’t come
and say ‘this is
what we want to do’.
They came and
said ‘what is it
that you want
us to do?”

EFFECTIVE STRATEGIES
The co-design model - listening and responding to
what community wants from government and being
accountable – was key to the program’s success.
The program team physically leaving Melbourne
and delivering support directly in and through
communities was also highly valued. The format of
the roadshow - education, sharing stories, creating
links and inclusion planning – was an effective and
complimentary mix, and the style and tone of events
made people feel relaxed and safe.
Linking in with and supporting individual drivers
- LGBTI people and other allies – helped to
strengthen leadership and create a groundswell of
support. The program also had a broad scope of
engagement bringing together a range of diverse
people across the whole community which had
the impact of engaging the mainstream, as well as
LGBTI people. Also key to the program’s success was
the engagement of power-holders and influencers.

“One team member came through, had a cup
of tea with us and said , ‘Can you find the
people that you need to put into a room to get
something done?’ I said, ‘Yes, I’ll do that.’
I went and liaised with six different people,
got them in the room for the next time [the
roadshow team] came back through, and we
were able to continue planning who was going
to be in the room for the roadshow based on
that.
I think this idea of asking the people who
know what is happening in the community,
rather than just putting a sponsored event on
Facebook, or just sending a couple of emails
is a far better approach. Having someone
within the community be able to work with
the roadshow team to get everything done
was very beneficial to the way our community
responded to the roadshow.”
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THE
CO-DESIGN
MODEL

The stages of the co-design process are
documented in the following table. While the
process varied slightly in different communities,
three visits were commonly carried out by the
team prior to the roadshow, featuring a series of
informal consultations.
The program made a commitment to return
to communities three to six months after the
roadshow, in response to a clear message given
by communities that they wanted the team to
come back and continue its support.
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THE CO-DESIGN MODEL

OBJECTIVE

ACTION

STAGE 1
FIRST VISIT PRIOR
TO THE ROADSHOW

Begin fostering connections with
LGBTI people and allies.

Discuss the situation in the town,
the key roadblocks to inclusion,
their ideas and expectations for the
roadshow.

STAGE 2
SECOND VISIT PRIOR
TO THE ROADSHOW

Developing connections with
supportive contacts in service
providers.

Ask service providers what local life is
like for LGBTI people, how accessible
their services are and how they can
improve engagement with LGBTI
communities.

STAGE 3
THIRD VISIT PRIOR
TO THE ROADSHOW

Engaging decision makers
(i.e. mayors, CEOs, directors of
community services) and outliers
(those who would not typically
engage).

Invite decision makers to participate
in the roadshow, emphasising
the wide range of people already
attending, and the welcoming spirit of
the event.

STAGE 4
THE ROADSHOW VISIT

Delivering three key events:

Facilitate a workshop with LGBTI
people, allies and local service
provider representatives which
teaches participants about issues
faced by LGBTI people, statistics,
language and correct terminology,
with personal stories shared by local
LGBTI advocates.

- workshop
- dinner
- planning session.

Host a dinner to provide an informal
networking environment for people
who may often be isolated. Support
participants to reflect on what is
happening in their town and some
of the things they can realistically
achieve in the next 3-6 months.

STAGE 5
RETURN TO TOWNS
AFTER THE ROADSHOW

Working out how to include
people in strategies that work
for each local area.

Re-convene with the group of people
that attended the planning session,
providing an opportunity for them
to come together again to reflect on
what life has been like in the town
since the roadshow. Update the
actions outlined in the inclusion plan
developed at the roadshow.
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